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The study empirically investigates the volatility pattern of Indian stock Market i.e. NSE and BSE stock based on time
series data which consist of daily closing prices of auto sector nifty 50 and BSE stock and Index for ten years period
from 1st January 2008 to 31st December 2017. The analysis has been done using traditional methods such as estimation
of Aggregate Volatility, correlation between selected firms and indexes of auto sector from Nifty 50 of NSE. The study
also uses Unit Root Test to test the stationarity of both the selected stocks and Index and use these for finding out the
Johnson Maximum Likelihood co-integration test, granger causality test and to test the co-integration of firm level,
industry level and market level.

The study proves that there is a positive relationship between auto sector firms and with that of auto sector indices,
series is stationary, it is concluded that granger casuality test states that auto index does not cause auto sector return but
auto return is affected by the index. Thus proving that index is an independent variable.

Key Words; Aggregate Volatility, Unit root test, Johnson likelihood Co-integration test, granger causality test.

INTRODUCTION
Volatility indicates how much and how quickly the price of an asset changes. Volatility refers to the amount
of uncertainty or risk about the size of changes in security’s value. A higher volatility means a security’s value
can potentially be spread out over a larger range of values whereas lower volatility means a security’s value
does not fluctuate dramatically, but changes in value over a period of time. Over last few years, volatility
analysis has become an important area and has gained a great deal of attention from financial practitioners,
market participants, regulators and researchers. The time series are formed to depend on their own past values
(auto regressive) depending on past information (conditional) and exhibits non- constant variance
(heteroskedasticity). It has been found that the stock market volatility changes with time (i., it is time varying)
and exhibits volatility clustering.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Several studies were made in modeling the stock market volatility both in developed and in developing
countries. Poteraba & Summers (1986) in their study viewed that they doubt that volatility fluctuation, and the
movements in equity risk Premia which they induce, can explain a large fraction of the variation in the stock
market’s level. In addition, they state that shocks of volatility disappear fast; therefore, their effects on stock
prices will exist only for short time intervals, (one to six months). In short, Poterba & Summers (1986) state
that their results intensify the mystery underlying the extensive of stock prices volatility. This is the reason
why, they argue against the possibility that change of discount rates and/or risk Premia cause stock price
volatility. French, Schwert & Stampbaugh (FSS), (1987) reviewed that none of the previous studies represents
a direct test for the relation between expected risk premiums and volatility. As a result, their study objective is
to eliminate this gap. Specifically, FSS explores- the link between market volatility and stock returns by
exploring the inter-temporal relationship between the volatility of the stock market (risk) and the expected
market risk premium. The latter variable is used in calculating expected returns. Therefore, the underlying
relationship is how market volatility and expected returns are connected. More specifically, they question
whether the expected risk premium is positively related to the risk measured through the volatility of the stock
market. FSS employs ARIMA and GARCH-M statistical models to separate market volatility into two parts:
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expected and unexpected. Their goal is to understand the extent to which monthly stock returns react to each
type of volatility during the period of 1928 through 1984. A significant negative relationship is found between
stock returns and unexpected volatility changes as per their study. On the other hand, they find a significant
positive relationship between stock returns and the expected component of volatility. The study concluded
that stock market volatility is very constant; and that there is a positive relationship between ex-ante volatility
and expected risk, FSS argue, however, that results are rather uncertain due to the fact that risk premium are
very likely to be affected by more factors than those used in their study. As per the study of Schwert (1989),
reviews on the movements in the stock market which is influenced by the two major economic factors,
consumption, and capital investment. Therefore, understanding volatility is essential for economic policy
formulation. Volatility spillover is an extended concept of volatility owing to interdependency of economics
and free flow of capital. E.Barone (1990) used Johnsen co integration to test for Itaian stock market
efficiency. His study was in line with the result found for the U.S. market : semistrong efficiency. Ajay
Pandey (2008) in his article on Modeling and Forecasting Volatility in Indian Capital Markets by has compare
empirical performance of various unconditional volatility estimators and conditional volatility models
(GARCH and EGARCH) with time series data of S&P CNX-Nifty. The estimates computed by these
estimators and conditional volatility models over non overlapping one-day, five-day and one-month periods
are compared with the “realized volatility” measured over the same period. He has used three years’ high-
frequency data set of five minute returns to construct measures of realized volatility to test the ability of the
estimators and models to forecast volatility, and has compared the estimates of unconditional estimators with
the realized volatility measured in the next period of same length. The forecasts for the same periods are
obtained by estimating models from the time-series prior to the forecasted period for conditional volatility
models. The analysis results indicate that conditional volatility models provide less biased estimates, where as
extreme-value estimators are more efficient estimators of realized volatility. The forecasting ability of models
and estimators show that, conditional volatility models fare extremely poorly in forecasting five-day (weekly)
or monthly realized volatility. In comparison, extreme value estimators, perform relatively well in forecasting
volatility over these horizons, other than the Parkinson estimator. Pindyck (1984) suggests that the stock
prices volatility is due to changes in risk, which in turn, cause changes in risk Premia.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The primary objective of the study is to estimate market volatility based on Nifty index. The paper aims at :
1. To assess volatility of selected auto sector firms and auto index of Nifty 50 of NSE using traditional

method.
2. To identify the relationship between NSE Nifty 50 Auto sector stock return and  Auto sector index return
3. To identify relationship between market, industry, and firm level volatility.

HYPOTHESIS
Ho : There is no significance difference between Auto sector stock return volatility and Nifty Auto index
stock return volatility
H1 : There is significance difference between Auto sector stock return volatility and nifty Auto index stock
return volatility

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This is exploratory study based on secondary data that were collected from Centre for Monitoring Indian
Economy (CMIE), Prowess database. S&P CNX Nifty indices were used as proxy to the stock market. The
daily closing prices of Nifty indices over the period of ten years from1st January 2008 to31st December 2017
were collected and used for analysis.

RESEARCH METHODS
Various statistical tools are used to find the volatility
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Various statistical tools viz., Descriptive statistics, Unit test root, Granger causality test are applied and
analyzed using E-views7 (Econometrics package). Volatility has been estimated on return (rt) and hence
before going for all these tests, first the daily returns were calculated. The Nifty return series is calculated as a
log of first difference of daily closing price, which is as follows:
rt = log Pt / Pt−1 , (1)
where rt is the logarithmic daily return on Nifty index for time t,
Pt is the closing price at time t, and Pt−1 is the corresponding price in the period at time t−1.

BASIC STATISTICS OF NIFTY RETURN
Descriptive Statistics: To specify the distributional properties of the daily return series of Nifty market index
during the study period, the descriptive statistics are reported in table 1. It shows Mean (X), Standard
deviation (σ), Skewness (S), Kurtosis (K) and Jarque-Bera statistics.

Test for Stationarity: First of all, there is a need for testing whether the data are stationary or non-stationary
and it is found out by unit root test, which is conducted by Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test (ADF) (Dickey
and Fuller 1979)

Co-Integration Test:
Co-integration examines long-run relationship between a set of variables, in this case the long-run relationship
between selected firms and sector index.

Granger Causality Test:
Granger (1969) proposes a method of describing the relationship between some variables in order to observe
the direction of causality. Consider the variable Xt and Yt . the granger test for causality involves using F-test
to test whether lagged information on a variable y provides any statisticallysignificant information about a
vatiable x in the presence of lagged x. if not, then “y doesnot Granger-cause x”.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptive statistics on Auto sector firms returns and Index return are summarized in Table1. The of the
returns is positive except M&M which has negative return indicating the fact that price has increased over the
period. The descriptive statistics shows that the returns are negatively skewed, indicating that there is a high
probability of earning returns which is > . The K of the series is > 3, which implies that the return series is
fat tailed and does not follow a normal distribution and is further confirmed by Jarque-Bera test statistics,
which is significant at 1% level and hence the null hypothesis of normality is rejected. To make the series
stationary, the closing price of the Nifty index is converted into daily logarithmic return series. The highest
mean return is found in Eicher 0.17% followed by Maruthi 0.091908, the lowest positive mean return is found
in Bosch which is 0.054.the mean return of Auto index is 0.065%.
Volatility is measured by standard deviation. Less volatility is found in Bosch 1.6 followed by Hero Honda
with 1.906 and highest volatility is found in MAHENDRA & MAHENDRA 3.3038 followed by Eicher
2.408. Volatility of auto index is 1.435 and the other firm’s volatility is between 1.99-1.61. Eicher, Hero
Honda and Bosch return is skewed to the right and all other return are skewed to the leftwhich indicates that
most of the return of seleced firm skewed to the right which shows that excess tail is on left hand side.
Kurtosis measures the peakedness of the return, the co-efficient of kurtosis are slim and long tailed for all the
selected auto sector firm and index inferring it is more close bunched around the mode since coefficient of
kurtosis is greater than 3 it is more peaked than the normal curve. Kurtosis value is found to be 6.25-14.69 and
high kurtosis is found is found in MAHENDRA & MAHENDRA whose value is 234.58. Jarque – Bera is a
test statistics for testing whether the series is normally distributed. The test statistics measures the difference
of the skewness and kurtosis of the series with those from the normal distribution. Jarque- Bera statistics  is
high in all the selected firms and indices which means that the null hypothesis is normal distribution on return
in selected firms and indices is rejected.
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Table – 1: Descriptive Statistics of Daily returns of selected Auto Equities and Auto Indices

MARUTHI EICHER HERO
HONDA

M&M BOSCH INDEX

Mean 0.091908 0.1734494 0.067868 -0.006055 0.054872 0.065131

Median 0.026102 0.0286669 0.016488 0.031293 -0.0335 0.099886

Std Dev 1.992639 2.4088163 1.906049 3.038302 1.616822 1.435847

Kurtosis 6.259379 11.43971 11.09411 234.5840 14.69991 9.724188

Skewness -0.083222 0.6757269 0.651744 -9.718346 0.703862 -0.066901

Jarque-Bera 1098.854 7536.624 6934.222 5571924. 14326.72 4666.497

Probability 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Minimum -13.09892 -16.7539 -10.42182 -73.10547 -15.185 -10.31492

Maximum 10.08467 18.247553 19.65554 21.49992 16.90369 14.00461

Sum 227.5641 429.46077 168.0407 -14.99308 135.8624 161.2656

sum Sq. Dev 9827.256 14360.93 8991.728 22847.42 6469.931 5102.600

Count 2476 2476 2476 2476 2476 2476

Figure 1 volatility cluster of daily returns of Auto sector firms

Figure 1 states that the volatility of M&M stock is more when compared to other stocks where as the volatility
of the index (-67) is low when compared to the other stocks because of many issues introduction of increase in
the excise tax in the budget and there is a partnership with navistra.Inc with U.S.
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Table2: Correlation Matrix for selected Auto Sector firms and Auto Indices

Maruthi Eicher Hero honda M&M Bosch Index

Maruthi 1

Eicher 0.265452 1

Hero Honda 0.359572 0.195574 1

M&M 0.325018 0.248536 0.23352719 1

Bosh 0.216334 0.295292 0.15056862 0.189054 1

Index 0.678474 0.439966 0.56043795 0.552326 0.400085 1

CORRELATION
Correlation test, preliminarily indication of relationship, is correlation between selected Auto sector firms and
Auto sector indices. Table2 shows the positive correlation between all the firms in the Auto sector. There is a
less positive correlation between all returns. The highest correlation among these is Maruthi and HeroHonda
(0.359), the lowest correlation is between Bosch return and Hero Honda return (0.1505)
The correlation between index and other selected Auto sector firms are highly positive which ranges from
0.400 to 0.678.
Hence, the study accepts the null hypothesis which states there is a relationship between Auto sector firms and
Auto sector indices.

UNIT ROOT TEST
HYPOTHESIS
H0 : Unit root exits ,the time series is non stationary  and the series is I ( 1 )
H1 : Unit root does not exit , the series is stationary and the series is  I (0 )

Table3: Augmented dickey – fuller test (ADF) finding for level for various sectors and marketing
Maruthi Eicher Hero Honda M&M Bosch Index

ADF t-value -46.457 -46.350 -47.816 -47.196 -46.774 -43.125

Critical Value of t
(1%)

-3.432 -3.432 -3.4327 -3.432 -3.432 -3.432

Critical Value of t
(5%)

-2.862 -2.862 -2.862 -2.862 -2.862 -2.862

Critical Value of t
(10%)

-2.567 -2.567 -2.567 -2.567 -2.567 -2.567

Lag Length 0 0 0 0 0 0

H0
Rejected

Table3 result of the unit root is based on ADF t – statistical value. The critical values of the test are obtained
from the table values - Tables by Mackinnon (1996) one-side value. Lag length is chosen automatically based
on SIC, MAXLAG.

Table3 shows that the null hypothesis of unit root is not to be rejected at 5% and1% confidence levels in all of
selected market and sector indices. As illustrated in the table ADFT values for all indices are lower than the P
value i.e 0.05 implying that the series is stationary.

Johnsen Likelihood Maximum Co-integration Test
H0 : No multilateral  co-integration exists.
H1 : Multilateral Co-integration exists.
As illustrated in the table the trace statistics of all  6 selected firms and index are co-integrated  vector at 5%
and 1% critical values since the trace statics of all 6 selected firm and index are more than the critical value of
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5%, Hence, it is possible to reject the null hypothesis of no co- integration vector and accept the alternative
hypothesis.

Date: 03/19/18   Time: 13:57
Sample (adjusted): 1/09/2008 12/29/2017
Included observations: 2470 after adjustments
Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend
Series: AUTO_INDEX_RETURN BOSCH_RETURN EICHER_RETURN HERO_HONDA_RETURN M_M_RETURN...
Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 4

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**

None *  0.203046  3029.415  95.75366  1.0000
At most 1 *  0.197510  2468.828  69.81889  1.0000
At most 2 *  0.191681  1925.338  47.85613  1.0000
At most 3 *  0.178710  1399.725  29.79707  1.0000
At most 4 *  0.172244  913.4322  15.49471  0.0001
At most 5 *  0.165376  446.5108  3.841466  0.0000

 Trace test indicates 6 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**

None *  0.203046  560.5871  40.07757  0.0001
At most 1 *  0.197510  543.4895  33.87687  0.0001
At most 2 *  0.191681  525.6138  27.58434  0.0001
At most 3 *  0.178710  486.2924  21.13162  0.0001
At most 4 *  0.172244  466.9214  14.26460  0.0001
At most 5 *  0.165376  446.5108  3.841466  0.0000

 Max-eigenvalue test indicates 6 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

 Unrestricted Cointegrating Coefficients (normalized by b'*S11*b=I):

AUTO_INDEX... BOSCH_RE... EICHER_RE... HERO_HON... M_M_RETURN MARUTI_SUZUKI_RETURN
 2.063393 -0.280838 -0.675159 -0.011805  0.137345 -1.100269
-0.125773  0.829772 -0.739250  0.079427 -0.424612  0.321209
-1.197472  0.535663  0.228147  1.372131  0.093763 -0.298157
-0.389253  0.998508  0.009019 -0.536402  0.332174 -0.606137
 0.979626 -0.560649  0.300543 -0.199359 -0.531856 -0.878438
 1.600391  0.453900  0.177859 -0.383942 -0.465011 -0.179526

 Unrestricted Adjustment Coefficients (alpha):

D(AUTO_IND... -0.237833  0.193571 -0.037247  0.161135  0.283298 -0.470885
D(BOSCH_R...  0.038020 -0.234826 -0.237826 -0.415299  0.280362 -0.421440
D(EICHER_...  0.508645  0.757645 -0.244063 -0.128098 -0.045421 -0.604234
D(HERO_HO... -0.207661  0.072114 -0.682942  0.455548  0.211108 -0.214949
D(M_M_RET... -0.525110  0.896147 -0.055090 -0.247101  0.963181 -0.003882
D(MARUTI_S...  0.241274  0.025801  0.167822  0.445777  0.618069 -0.400482
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Result of Granger Causality among Auto sector index and Auto sector stock returns
The Granger causality test is applied to log values for the Auto indices and five Auto sector firm Table4
presents the output of the test, which includes calculated F – statistics and the probability for each pair of the
Auto indices and five Auto sector. If the probability of non – causality is less than 0.25, the hypothesis of non
– causality is rejected implying that the casual relationship exists.
Findings of granger causality test show clearly that the causality in terms of co – dependencies on each other’s
lagged indices run from Auto index and other selected Auto sector firms. As illustrated in table4, the
probability of accepting the null hypothesis that Auto index return does not cause Bosch return is 0 %, which
means the Bosch return is affected by index return by 100 percent. Likewise  the  Eicher return is also affected
by Index return by 100 percent . Herohonda return is affected by 37 % by index return, M&M returns are
affected by 72.9%, Maruthi returns are affected by 42 % . The causality test indicates that index returns are
independent variable.

Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Date: 03/01/18   Time: 14:04
Sample: 1/01/2008 12/29/2017
Lags: 2

 Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob.

 BOSCH_RETURN does not Granger Cause INDEX_RETURN  2473  0.01005 0.9900
 INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause BOSCH_RETURN  15.8575 1.E-07

 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause INDEX_RETURN  2473  0.02621 0.9741
 INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  18.3728 1.E-08

 HERO_HONDA_RETURN does not Granger Cause INDEX_RETURN  2473  0.98804 0.3725
 INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause HERO_HONDA_RETURN  4.84718 0.0079

 M_M_RETURN does not Granger Cause INDEX_RETURN  2473  0.31599 0.7291
 INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause M_M_RETURN  4.42871 0.0120

 MARUTI_RETURN does not Granger Cause INDEX_RETURN  2473  0.86521 0.4211
 INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause MARUTI_RETURN  4.16962 0.0156

 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause BOSCH_RETURN  2473  11.5374 1.E-05
 BOSCH_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  14.3939 6.E-07

 HERO_HONDA_RETURN does not Granger Cause BOSCH_RETURN  2473  5.59678 0.0038
 BOSCH_RETURN does not Granger Cause HERO_HONDA_RETURN  0.84738 0.4287

 M_M_RETURN does not Granger Cause BOSCH_RETURN  2473  4.75813 0.0087
 BOSCH_RETURN does not Granger Cause M_M_RETURN  0.78536 0.4561

 MARUTI_RETURN does not Granger Cause BOSCH_RETURN  2473  6.32726 0.0018
 BOSCH_RETURN does not Granger Cause MARUTI_RETURN  0.08517 0.9184

 HERO_HONDA_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  2473  4.13835 0.0161
 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause HERO_HONDA_RETURN  0.02265 0.9776

 M_M_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  2473  6.35368 0.0018
 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause M_M_RETURN  1.24441 0.2883

 MARUTI_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  2473  8.61621 0.0002
 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause MARUTI_RETURN  0.31640 0.7288

 M_M_RETURN does not Granger Cause HERO_HONDA_RETURN  2473  0.53545 0.5855
 HERO_HONDA_RETURN does not Granger Cause M_M_RETURN  0.58416 0.5576

 MARUTI_RETURN does not Granger Cause HERO_HONDA_RETURN  2473  1.50070 0.2232
 HERO_HONDA_RETURN does not Granger Cause MARUTI_RETURN  0.29854 0.7419

 MARUTI_RETURN does not Granger Cause M_M_RETURN  2473  5.79750 0.0031
 M_M_RETURN does not Granger Cause MARUTI_RETURN  2.99599 0.0502
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Descriptive Statistics of Firm, market and Industry

EICHER RETURN AUTO RETURN NIFTY RETURN

Mean 0.17412 0.065561 0.021768

Median 0.02938 0.100149 0.047937

Maximum 18.24755 14.00461 16.33432

Minimum -16.75398 -10.31492 -13.01419

Std.Dev 2.409072 1.435978 1.428828

Skewness 0.674672 -0.067643 0.080567

Kurtosis 11.43864 9.724525 15.8893

Jarque-Bera 7531.355 4665.121 17135.25

Probablity 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Sum 430.9473 162.2631 53.87618

Sum Sq.Dev 14358.17 5101.471 5050.793

Observation 2476 2476 2476

Table shows the descriptive statistics of Firm return, Industry Return and Market return. The mean of the
three shows positive and high mean is identified in Eicher return viz., Firm level followed by Auto return
(0.065561) and Nifty return (0.021768). the volatility of these three return is high with firm level (2.409072)
followed by Auto return (1.435978) and nifty return (1.428828). The skewness of firm and nifty are positively
skewed whereas the Auto return is negatively skewed which indicates that the distribution is left tailed.

Correlation between Firm, Industry and Market

EICHER
RETURN

AUTO
RETURN

NIFTY
RETURN

EICHER
RETURN 1 0.439966 0.41697
AUTO RETURN 1 0.804722
NIFTY RETURN 1

Table shows the correlation between the three volatility series are positively correlated stating that eicher
return is 43.99% correlated with auto return whereas 41.69% with nifty return. Auto and nifty return are
highly positively related with 80.47%. Over all view of the table correlation states that there is impact of one
on the other.

As illustrated in the table the probability of accepting the null hypothesis. The Auto index return does not
cause granger cause eicher return is 0%, which means the Eicher return is affected by Auto Index return by
100%. Likewise the eicher return is also affected by nifty 50 return by 40%.
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Finding and suggestions
Based on the empirical analysis, the following are the findings of the study:
 As per descriptive statistics of daily returns of selected Auto Equities and Auto indices, the volatility
of M & M stock is more
 The correlation between selected Auto sector firms and Auto sector indices prove a positive relation
between all the firms in the auto sector. The highest correlation is Maruthi and HeroHonda (0.359)
 In Unit root test the series is stationery since null hypothesis is rejected.
 trace statistics of all  6 selected firms and index are co-integrated  vector at 5% and 1% critical values
since the trace statics of all 6 selected firm and index are more than the critical value of 5%, Hence, it is
possible to reject the null hypothesis of no co- integration vector and accept the alternative hypothesis.
 As per Granger casuality test indicates that index returns are independent variable. The index returns
will have effect on other Auto sector firm returns.
 The firm level mean is high stating that the price of the share shares increase in the long run. Standard
deviation is high at the firm level when compared to Industry and Market level.
 All firm level, Industry level and Market level returns are positively correlated.
 As per Granger Casuality test states that Firm ( Eicher ) is affected by the Industry (Auto- index) and
Market (Nifty 50 Index).

Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Date: 03/17/18   Time: 13:17
Sample: 1 2475
Lags: 2

 Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob.

 AUTO_INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  2473  18.3728 1.E-08
 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause AUTO_INDEX_RETURN  0.02621 0.9741

 NIFTY_50_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  2473  10.9404 2.E-05
 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause NIFTY_50_RETURN  0.91384 0.4011

 NIFTY_50_RETURN does not Granger Cause AUTO_INDEX_RETURN  2473  1.56937 0.2084
 AUTO_INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause NIFTY_50_RETURN  3.49492 0.0305

Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Date: 03/19/18   Time: 10:36
Sample: 1 2475
Lags: 3

 Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob.

 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause AUTO_INDEX_RETURN  2472  0.20952 0.8899
 AUTO_INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  13.4099 1.E-08

 NIFTY_50_RETURN does not Granger Cause AUTO_INDEX_RETURN  2472  3.05497 0.0274
 AUTO_INDEX_RETURN does not Granger Cause NIFTY_50_RETURN  3.04048 0.0279

 NIFTY_50_RETURN does not Granger Cause EICHER_RETURN  2472  12.4533 4.E-08
 EICHER_RETURN does not Granger Cause NIFTY_50_RETURN  2.50009 0.0578
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Conclusion
In this study, volatility of auto sector return and index is tested using the traditional method. The daily closing
prices of Auto sector for ten years are collected and tested with four different models of Unit root test,
correlation, Johnson likelihood co-integration test and granger causality test. The volatility measures show an
upward trend in volatility in all auto sectors. This results that the investor has the correct impression about the
increased stock market volatility in Indian Stock Exchange. positive correlation is found between all auto
sector firms and index. Auto sector Index and Nifty 50 Index are consider as independent variable which as an
affect on the auto sector firms.
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